
Art Statement of Intent 
At Ocklynge we strive to let children lead in their learning, providing them with the skills and 

inspiration to adapt and apply to their own projects. Our curriculum is skills based and  
progressive, ensuring broad coverage of media, skills and contextual understanding. We cover 
the skills of drawing, painting, sculpture, collage, photography, developing and implementing 

ideas, being an independent artist and art in context/in history across the school. Skills are  
divided into upper KS2 and lower KS2 foci – with specific skills designated to each year group 
within this. The intention behind this, is to ensure we build upon previous experiences and 

form consistency between classes in any one year group. The curriculum is vibrant and varied 
and fits into and around the Learning adventures of each year group. Our Art provision allows 

inclusivity, creativity and ensures children are given opportunities to succeed outside of  
traditional academic subjects. It draws together learning in other foundation subjects and  

extends opportunity to express their understanding in new and inventive ways. In this regard, 
it aids in developing an outstanding learning environment, improving outcomes  

and ensuring children are learning progressive, relevant and specific skills. 
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Use different pencil 
types and 

Thicknesses.

Experiment with 
different paper types

Make a 3D sculpture 
using clay or a range of 

materials Create and use printing 
blocks to create a 
repeated pattern

Develop an awareness 
of scale, perspective, 

composition and colour 
in photography

Can match colours for 
purpose in paint

With coloured pencil, 
can control depth of 

colour by varying 
pressure.

With pencil, vary 
pressure and plan work 

using light sketching 

Create layers of paint to 
create a background

Can combine paint with 
another media

Create printing block 
using relief or 

impressed methods 
with one or more 

overlays

Work into prints with a 
range of media

Use the tip of a drawing 
material to record detail 
in distance/foreground/

shadow

Use a medium other 
than paint to layer 
colours and create 

depth of colour and 
tone

Use pens to record 
minute detail.

Add detail to a clay 
sculpture using a range 

of joining.

Use pastel/charcoal to 
blend and overlay 

colours to create soft 
backgrounds

Develop an awareness 
of mood emotion and 

feelings in photography 
– including through the 

editing process

Can mix different 
thicknesses of paint for 

different purposes

Strands taught across year groups: 
Use sketchbooks to record and improve ideas, Use sketchbooks to produce labelled diagrams
Use observational skills to explore and replicate images by well known artists, know their impact and place in history, use them for inspiration.
Become a more independent artist by choosing materials and formats to best suit their work
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